Mid-Atlantic Regional Clean Hydrogen Hub
PRELIMINARY DRAFT CONCEPT FOR DISCUSSION

Preliminary Projects under consideration for potential U.S. DOE funding

- Laurel Booth pipeline to upstate NY
- Twin Oaks to Marcus Hook Connector
- Marcus Hook to Monroe Connector
- Monroe to Messer Connector
- Del City Phi Pipeline
- Versogen
- Marcus Hook Pipeline to Hilco

Smartpipe retrofit of large diameter crude oil pipeline for H2 storage (under eval. vs. above ground storage)

Projects in scope for DOE funding

Xx = Project name

Production, End-use, Transport

MACH2 Project

MACH2

Preliminary Projects under consideration for potential U.S. DOE funding
Preliminary projects under consideration for potential U.S. DOE funding

- **Del City, NJ Pipeline**
- **Philadelphia & South Jersey projects**
- **DuPont, Croda, sHYp**
- **PBF Del City**
- **Salem Nuclear** (connected to end users via trucks)
- **Marlin Gas Transportation** (trucks for compressed H₂)
- **Chesapeake Solar**
- **Holtec Oyster Creek** (connected to end users via trucks)

**Projects in scope for DOE funding**

- **Xx = Project name**

**Nuclear Station**

- Production
- End-use
- Transport

**MACH₂**
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